We observe the interference of de Broglie waves in the diffraction near field of a microfabricated grating. The reduction of the grating period by self-imaging of second to seventh order is spatially resolved. We investigate the dependence of this effect on the de Broglie wavelength by a time-to-f light technique. © 1997 Optical Society of America
The f ield of atom optics has developed very rapidly in recent years. 1 Atom interferometers are used in precision spectroscopy, atomic physics, and fundamental quantum mechanics. 2 Because of rapid miniaturization in semiconductor fabrication and new applications of nanostructured materials in optics, lithography with atoms is of growing interest. The new developments in atom lithography allow for parallel and direct deposition of neutral atoms at thermal energies. By manipulation of beams of sodium, 3 chromium, 4 -6 and aluminum 7 with standing light fields it was demonstrated that lines as well as twodimensional patterns can be generated with resolutions of less than 100 nm. Metastable rare-gas atoms were used in a proximity-printing process with sub-100-nm resolution. 8, 9 The wave nature of matter can also play a crucial role in the formation of small structures, for example, by use of holographic manipulation 10 or a Fresnel zone plate.
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Here we report on a diffraction experiment with a beam of metastable helium, in which we investigated the atomic distribution in the diffraction near f ield of a microfabricated free-standing grating of periodicity d. We observed diffraction patterns with periodicities from d͞2 down to d͞7 behind this structure. These patterns occur as a result of the Talbot effect 12 and have been investigated theoretically 13 -16 and experimentally with light and with atoms. 17, 18 The Talbot effect is the self-imaging of a grating illuminated with plane coherent waves, showing up at a characteristic distance L T 2d 2 ͞l from the diffraction grating. L T is called the Talbot length. Moregeneral self-images with subharmonic periods also occur at distances L T ͑͞2m͒ (integer m) but with reduced periodicity d͞m. In the paraxial approximation, when an ideal line grating with an infinite slit number is used, a small open fraction and perfect coherent illumination lead to patterns with 100% contrast; self-images then occur at all integer multiples of the Talbot length, nL T , and the subharmonics at all distances nL T ͞2m, where m can be infinitely large. In practice the achievable contrast is limited by the finite size and slit width of the grating and by the finite transverse coherence length and monochromaticity of the incident beam. In the case of finite geometry (distance L 0 from source to grating and L 1 from grating to detection plane; see Fig. 2 , below), one has to deal with curved wave fronts instead of plane waves. This results in a scaling of the Talbot length 15 to an effective Talbot length L TE 2͑1 1 L 1 ͞L 0 ͒d 2 ͞l. In this case the respective diffraction patterns are geometrically magnified, and the periodicity of the fringes takes
To detect several different orders of self-imaging of the grating, one can either use a monochromatic atom beam and place the detector at different locations or keep the detector f ixed and change the wavelength of the atomic beam. Numerical solutions of the Fresnel integral provide information about the expected results ( Fig. 1) . The parameters for that calculation are chosen according to the experiments described below.
A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2(a) . We used a pulsed atomic beam of metastable helium and a detector 19 based on Auger deexcitation with a temporal resolution of 100 ns and a transverse spatial resolution of ϳs FWHM 1 mm. We generated a pulsed beam of metastable helium ͑2 3 S 1 ͒ in a dc gas discharge, which we switched on for 10 ms with a repetition time of 1.5 ms. Figure 2(b) shows the time-of-f light spectrum of the resulting beam: Note that time of f light t f is proportional to the de Broglie wavelength. Besides the thermal atoms with l dB 30-70 pm, we also find very fast atoms at l dB ϳ 3 pm, and a peak at t f ϳ 0, which is due to UV photons from the source.
After passage through an entrance slit of width b 2 mm, the atomic-wave packets evolved freely for a distance L 0 1.27 m, at which the diffraction grating was mounted. The grating consists of 15 openings manufactured from a 400-nm-thick borondoped silicon membrane by electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching (Fig. 3) . A more-detailed description of the manufacturing process has been published elsewhere. 20 The periodicity of the grating is 6.55 mm, and the open fraction is 10%, i.e., a slit is Dx 0.65 mm wide. Figure 3 shows scanning electron micrographs of the slits. The total height of approximately 1 mm requires 1.5-mm-wide support bars across the slits every 15 mm. This did not affect the overall imaging properties in our experiment.
The detector was situated at two different locations L 1 downstream from the grating. The time resolution was set to 10 ms, corresponding to the switch-on time of the source, leading to a typical spectral resolution l͞Dl 100. The typical background count rate was 0.5 s 21 . The data were accumulated for approximately 50 h, and the total number of counts was roughly 5 3 10 5 . Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the results of two different experimental runs for L 1 0.24 m and L 1 0.79 m, respectively. The data were corrected for detector efficiency and normalized to the velocity distribution. Atomic distributions are shown for l dB 1-3 pm and l dB 30-60 pm, where the fast and slow atoms are produced by the source. In Fig. 4 we also plot the spatial atom distribution versus the de Broglie wavelength. The two bright spots at short wavelengths are produced by the very fast atoms. The bright spots correspond to a shadow of two slits of the grating on the detector and can be used for length calibration, taking into account the purely geometric magnification factor. The UV photons do not contribute significantly to the detector signal because they are diffracted out of the beam.
One can distinguish patterns with periodicities ranging from d eff ͞2 down to d eff ͞7, in good agreement with the numerical calculation shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 5 we plot the number of atoms across the plane of the de- tector, at the specific times of f light indicated by the arrows in Fig. 4 . For each of these curves we averaged over velocity classes corresponding to v͞Dv 30 near the indicated center velocity. Note that one finds diffraction maxima for even self-imaging orders at the locations of the slits of the grating and minima for odd ones. This is a main feature of the self-imaging phenomenon. We include in this graph the corresponding calculated distributions from Fig. 1 (thin curves) , normalized such that the central maxima of the calculated and the measured data have the same height. The contrast of the observed diffraction fringes is reduced compared with that of the numerical calculation. This is mainly due to imperfect angular alignment of the entrance slit with respect to the diffraction grating and to limited detector resolution, which is not included in the calculation. From the lower traces we deduce a transverse detector resolution of s FWHM 1 mm, which explains the loss of visibility for the higher-order fringes.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that it is possible to produce atomic structures in space with periodicities d͞m with purely atom-optical techniques, given an initial distribution with period d. The initial distribution has to contain feature sizes of the order of d͞m and can also be generated by standing light fields as proposed in Ref. 13 . For application in atom lithography, however, the atomic beam cannot be pulsed as was done here. In lithography, laser cooling techniques 21 can provide continuous beams with velocity spreads of v͞Dv $ 100, which is enough to generate structures with higher periods.
As the demagnif ication scale is always exactly an integer, nanometer-length scales could be divided with this technique. As another interesting application, it was proposed that the effect would increase the working distance when one is using masks for the generation of atomic-density distributions far away from a mask, e.g., inside a high-Q-cavity.
